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                 BEFORE THE LAND GRABBING SPECIAL TRIBUNAL, TINSUKIA 

              (ADDL. DIST. & SESSIONS JUDGE-2 (FTC)),

                                   L.G   case No. 8/2015                               
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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

         The  brief  story  of  the instant case is  as follows :

1.          That at  the applicants and the Respondents are legal heirs

of Photo Choudung Moran who was the owner of a plot of land

area about 10 Bighas stated herein above. Late Photo Choudung

Moran originally resided at the Lechenka gaon, P.O Borgaon, P.S.

Barekuri, Dist. Tinsukia, Assam and he left behind his four sons

as  his  legal  heirs  namely,  Badan  Moran  (since  deceased),

Kuleswar Moran, the applicant, Gohin Ch. Moran, and Honeswar

Moran,  Respondent,   Badan  Moran  left  behind  him  his  wife

Develata  Moran,  Sri  Poraghyoti  Moran  (applicant  as  his  legal

heirs). After death of Photo Choudung Moran his four sons jointly

acquired right, title, possession and interest of the said land of

10  Bighas  and  severally  acquired  right,  title,  interest  and

possession  of  equal  and  proportionate  share  of  2B-  2K-  10Ls

each.  The applicant Kuleswar Moran has possessed 2B-2K-10Ls

and the  applicant  Poragjyoti  Moran  alongwith  his  mother  has

possessed  2B-2K-10Ls  as  legal  heir  of  Badan  Moran.  The

applicant Kuleswar Moran has been paying land revenue for the

total land of 10 Bighas regularly. The applicant  has  planted  Tea

Bushes in their land. The applicants resided at Dirakmukh Village

far  from  Lecenka  gaon  and  taking  this  advantage  the

Respondents has grabbed the inherited landed property of the

applicants  on  12th  May,  2015.  The  Respondents  has  been

plucking  tea  leaves  of  the  5  Bighas  Tea  Plantation  of  the

applicants, hence the applicants prays to pass an interim order

to  stop  the  Respondent  from their  illegal  acts  and  deeds  till

disposal  of  the  case.  The  applicants  claims  that  the  Hon'ble

Court may be pleased to declare the khas possession of the said

land in favour of the applicants and further be pleased to pass

necessary  orders  directing  the  Respondents  to  re-deliver  the

Khas possession of the said land to the applicants with cost and

then be pleased to punish the Respondents in accordance to the

Provision of the Law. 
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2.         Detailed  specification of  the  land :-  Dag No. 15, P.P No.

28, Area 4 B – 3 K – 2 Ls. Dag No. 28, A.P. No. 20, Area about 5 B-

1  K-  18  Ls.  Total  land  area  about  10  Bighas.  Total  area  of

Ancestral  Landed property is  10 Bighas in the name of Photo

Choudung  Moran,  who  was  the  ancestor  of  Applicants  and

Respondents. The extent of interest of applicants are 5B- 0K- 0Ls

being and proportionate share of 2B-2K-10 Ls. each. 

a. North: Land of Dimbeswar Bora. 

b. South: Land of Modhu Bora 

c. East:Land of Nila Duwarah. 

d. West: Land of Babundhar Duwarah. 

3.       Value  of  Land - Rs. 5,00,000/- (Five Lacs) only.

4.    During  trial,  the  applicant  examined  three  (3)  witnesses.

Whereas   the   Respondent  had   adduced  evidence   of  one

witness. I have heard argument put forth by the ld. Counsel for

both  the  sides  as  well  as  gone  through  the  entire  materials

available on record.

5.       Considering  the  materials  on  record the following  Issues

were  framed  by  my  predecessor. 

ISSUES  :-

1. Whether the case is maintainable  in its  present  form  and

circumstances?

2. Whether the  applicants  are land  grabbers  or  vice-versa  of

the  disputed  land?

3. Whether the applicants  are  entitled  to  Khas  possession  of

the  disputed  land?  

4. What  relief  or  reliefs,  the  parties  are  entitled  to  under

the  law  and equity?
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

6.         PW.1 Sri Kuleswar Moran  has  stated in  his  evidence  in

affidavit that  he alongwith his other three brothers namely Late

Badan Chaudang Moran, Sri Gohin Moran (Respondent No.1), Sri

Haneswar Moran (Respondent No. 2) are the legal heirs of Late

Photo Chaudang Moran. That his father had died on 12.12.2002

and  his mother had died on March 2006 and one of his brother

Badan Chaudang Moran,  father of  Poragjyoti  Moran (Applicant

No. 2 had died on 21.10.2006, Badan Chaudang Moran had died

leaving behind him Smt. Devlata Moran (wife), Applicant No. 2

(son) & Smt. Khirinjari (Daughter).  That originally his father had

lived at Lechenka Gaon, in the grabbed land and thereafter his

father had lived at Dirakmukh at his present address where he

and all other his brothers (i.e. Applicants and Respondents) had

grown  up.  That  after  death  of  his  father  the  name of  Badan

Chaudang Moran (since deceased) Sri Kuleswar Moran (Applicant

No.1)  Sri  Gohin  Chaudang  Moran  (Respondent  No.  1),  Sri

Haneswar  Chaudang Moran  (Respondent  -2)  name have been

duly mutated in the land revenue record at Doom-Dooma Rev.

Circle against the land measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 2 Lessas

under Dag No. 15 of P.P. no. 28 situated at Lechenka Gaon, under

Hapjan Mouza, and after death of Badan Ch. Moran the name of

Poragjyoti  Moran  (applicant  No.  2)  have  been  duly  mutated

against the land as stated herein above and he has been paying

the land revenue regularly of the said land. That the land area 5

Bighas 2 kathas 11 Ls. under Dag No. 7 and Annual Patta No. 20

bears in the name of father - Photo Chaudang Moran. The total

land area (4B- 3K- 2 Ls) + (5B- 2K-11Ls)= 10 Bighas 0 Katha 13

Lessas had mutually equally divided amongst all the legal heirs

as 2 Bighas 2 Kathas 12 Lessas. He has been enjoying his equal

and  proportionate  share  2  Bighas  2  Kathas  10  Lessas  and

Applicant No. 2 have also enjoying his equal and proportionate

share  2  Bighas  2  Kathas  10  Lessas  but  on  12.05.2015  the
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Respondent No. 1 and 2 have dispossessed him and Applicant

No. 2 from the aforesaid ancestral landed property of total land

of 5 Bighas.

7.         That  the  averments made in the written show cause by

the respondents are totally false and made in a twisted manner

with  dishonest  intention  to  obtain  wrongful  gain  by  the

respondents and wrongful loss of the ancestral landed property

of his and applicant no. 2. That he prays before the Court to pass

necessary  order  declaring  right  title,  and  interest  of  the

aforesaid ancestral land area 2 Bigha 2 Kathas 10 Lessas in his

favor   and  to  restore  the  possession  of  his  ancestral  landed

property and any other orders as your Honour may deem fit and

proper, rejecting the written show cause of the respondents for

the interest of justice equity and good conscience and obliged. 

Ext.1 - Jamabandi Copy

Ext.2 (i, ii, iii) - Land revenue receipt

Ext.3 - Trace Map

8.         In  Cross-examination  the  P.W.1,  has   deposed  that his

grand father’s name was Gahari Choudang Moran. He had two

sons  namely,  Lt.  Patau  Chaudang  Moran  and  Lt.  Jularam

Choudang  Moran.  His  father  was  the  elder  son  and  Jolaram

Choudang  was  younger.   His  father  had  four  sons  and  one

daughter  i.e.  Badan Choudang Moran,  Kuleswar  Moran,  Gohin

Moran  and  Haneswar  Moran  and  daughter  Choudang  Moran

Hazarika. Badan Choudang Moran has expired. Badan Choudang

Moran has wife, namely, Smt. Debalata Moran one son namely,

Sri  Pragjyoti Moran and one unmarried daughter namely, Smti

Thirinjini  Moran   alive.  Badan  Choudang  Moran  was  a  school

teacher at Dirak High school at Dirak Chariali. He was residing at

Kakapather  Kathbasti  since  last  20  -22  years.  His  son  Sri

Pragjyoti Moran resides at Kathbasti, Kakapather and his age is

24 years. At present also he is residing  at Kathbasti Kakapather.

He resides at Dirakmukh Gaon, P.O.  Hanhkhati.  The distance
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between his  house and Pragjyoti  Moran is  about  11 KMs.  His

uncle  Jularam  Choudang  Moran  had  two  sons  namely,  Niren

Moran @ Bite and Monikanata @ Local Moran. They have landed

property at Denka Gaon, Lesenka Gaon and Dirakmukh Gaon. At

Dirakmukh gaon his father had 30 Bighas of land, at Denka Gaon

his father had 16 bighas of land and at Lesenka Gaon his father

had 10  bighas of land. There is no written partition of their said

landed property of three villages. His father  had orally made

partition and accordingly  they are  possessing their  respective

land  and  accordingly,  he  alone  is   possessing  the  land  at

Dirakmukh Gaon. Gohin Moran is possessing the land at Lesenka

Gaon and his uncle’s son is  possessing the land at  Denka Gaon.

Gohin Moran constructed a pucca residential house at Lesenka

Gaon during the life time of his father. He has filed this case on

the land of Lesenka Gaon. In his application he has mentioned

the annual patta no. 20, dag no. 28 and the area of annual patta

land is written as 5 Bigha, 1 Katha 18 Ls.  Myadi Patta no. 28 Dag

no. 15  and the area of the Myadi Patta is 4 Bighas, 2 Kathas and

3 Ls. and this land has been in possession of Gohin Moran. He

has forgotten the Dag no. and patta no. possessed by him at

Dirakmukh. He does not know  the Patta no. and dag no. of the

land at Denka gaon is common  of his father and his late uncle.

In Lesenga gaon the   boundary of P.P no.  28 is on the north  Sri

Dimbeswar Bora, on the south Sri Madhu Bora, On the East Sri

Nila Bora and on the  west Babudhar Bora.  He does not know

the dag no. of the four boundaries. The boundary of  Dirakhmukh

land is in the East, Dehing river, on the west, Pawai Gaon, On the

North,  Dirakmukh  Gaon  and  on  the  south,  Amguri  gaon.  In

Dirakmukh Gaon the  lands of  other  people  are  also  there.  In

Dirakmukh on the East, Moniram Hazarika of Dirakmukh Gaon,

on the West, Jogesh Kakoti of Pawai Gaon, On the North Gohin

Gogoi   of  Pawai  Gaon  and  on  the  South,  Bhapau  Chetia  of

Tarajania Gaon.

9.       He  denies  the  suggestion   that  he has given false
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boundary  of  their  land  at  Dirakmukh.  He  is  residing  at

Dirakmukh gaon since 1951. He was born in the year 1950 at

Lesenka. His father took him and his family to Dirakhmukh gaon

in the year 1951 and since then they have been residing there.

Later says  that  he  is at Dirakmukh Gaon since 1992. He has

forgotten since when Gohin Moran is residing at Lesenka gaon.

Gohin Moran constructed a big pucca house  in the year 1995 by

demolishing the kutcha house on the land of P.P  no. 28, Dag no.

15  at  Lesenka  Gaon.  At  present  Gohin  Moran  is  doing  Tea

cultivation and orange  cultivation on the land at Lesenka Gaon.

Gohin  Moran  constructed  the  house   at  Lesenka  Gaon  by

investing his self acquired money and they did not contribute

anything in construction of the house. His father was brought by

Gohin Moran at Lesenka Gaon in the year 2002 and his father

died on 12.12.02. He  denies  the  suggestion   that  his father

expired on 04.12.04 in the house of  Sri Gohin Moran. His father

came to  Lesenka Gaon in the month of April’02. He  denies the

suggestion that his mother Smt. Madhuri Choudang expired after

2/3  years   of  the  death  of  his  father.  His  brother  Badan

Choudang  Moran  expired  in  the  year  2006.  He   denies   the

suggestion   that his brother Badan Choudang Moran expired  in

the  year  2007-08.  He  cannot  say  the  date  of   death  of  his

brother Badan Choudang Moran. The annual patta land is on the

western side and Myadi land is on the Western side, both are

adjacent to each other.  On the Northen boundary of  the land

there is  narrow path, but he cannot say the breath of the road.

He  did  not  mention  the   path   in  his  petition  as  well  as  in

evidence in chief as he has forgot. In the suit land at Lesenka

Gaon the respondents  Gohin Moran has also right, title, interest

and  Possession.  He   denies   the   suggestion    that   the

respondents are land grabber on the suit  land at Lesenka gaon

and he has instituted a false case against them only to harass.

10. PW.2, Sri  Paragjyoti Moran has  stated in  his  evidence  in

affidavit  that  he  is  the lawful owner and peaceful possessor of
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a plot of land area about 2 Bighas 2 Kathas 10 Lessas out of total

land of 10 Bighas 0 Kathas 13 Lessas under Dag No. 15 of P.P.

No. 28 an under Dag No. 7 of Annual Patta No. 20 by way of

inheritance and he has been enjoying the aforesaid land. But the

respondents  No.1  and  2  had  grabbed  his  aforesaid  ancestral

landed property on 12.05.2015. That his father Badan Chaudang

Moran had died on 21.10.2006 untimely due to kidney failure,

leaving behind him, his mother Smt. Devalata Moran and sister

Smt.  Khirinjory  Moran  and  after  the  death  of  his  father  his

named  had  been  duly  mutated  against  the  said  equal  and

proportionate  share  of  the  land  in  the  revenue  circle,

Doomdooma.

11. That the averment made in the written show cause by the

respondent are totally false and made in a twisted manner with

dishonest  intention to obtain wrongful  gain to  the respondent

and wrongful loss of the ancestral landed property of him and

applicant no.1. That he prays before the Court to pass necessary

order declaring right, title and interest of the aforesaid ancestral

land area 2 Bighas 2 Katha 10 Lessas in favour of him to restore

the possession of his ancestral landed property and any other

order/s  as  the  court  may  deem  fit  and  proper  rejecting  the

written show cause on the respondents for the interest of justice

equity and good conscience and obliged.   

12. In  Cross-examination  the   PW.2,   has   stated   that  his

uncle, Sri Puleswar  Moran and he filed  the instant case against

his  two  uncles,  namely,  Sri  Gahin  Moran  and  Sri  Soneswar

Moran.  Sri  Puleswar  Moran  has  already  adduced  evidence  as

PW.1. His date of birth is 26.09.1992.  He has been residing in

Kathbasti,  Kakapather since his birth. Dirakmukh Gaon is at a

distance of 10 KM from  his residence. PW.1, Sri Puleswar  Moran

resides in  Dirakmukh Gaon. In the instant case he is  claiming

partition  of  his  ancestral  property.  The  ancestral  property  is

situated   at  Dirakmukh  Gaon  and  Lesenka  Gaon.  His  father
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expired on 21.10.2006. His father did not file case for partition.

His father  was suffering from Kidney problem from  February,

2006 and during his illness he last for partition of Lesenka Gaon

property. At Kakapather there is one katha of land purchased by

his father. He does not know from whom he had purchased the

land.  From  before  his  birth  his  father  had  been  residing  at

Kakapather.  In  the  petition  his  address  is  wrongly  shown  as

Dirakmukh Gaon in column 3 of the petition. He does not know

the dag number and patta number of their land at  Kathbasti,

Kakapather. He never resided at Lesenka Gaon. In Lesenka Gaon

they have  periodic patta land measuring 4 bigha 3 katha 2 ls

and annual patta land 5 bigha 2 Katha 11 ls. In the petition he

has wrongly  mentioned the area of  patta land as  5 bigha 1

Katha 18 ls. In the petition he has wrongly mentioned Dag no. 28

of annual patta land.  He has not filed any amendment petition.

He has no particulars of the land at Dirakmuk Gaon.  There in 30

bighas  of  land  in  Dirakmukh  Gaon.  All  his  three  uncles,   Sri

Puleswar  Moran, Sri Gahin Moran and Sri Soneswar Moran  had

10 bighas land each at Dirakmuk Gaon. He does not know the

boundaries of the land occupied  by his three uncles at Dirakmuk

Gaon. He  denies  the  suggestion   that   Gohin Moran  has not

been given any share in the land at Dirakmuk Gaon. His father

was  given  share  at  Dirakmuk  Gaon  till  1992.  Thereafter  his

father  relinquished  his right as his  father came to Kakapather.

His father did not make any document  of releasing the land at

Dirakmuk Gaon. He does not know any particulars of the land

occupied by his uncle Sri Gohin Moran at  Dirakmuk Gaon. Sri

Soneswar  Moran,  OP  no.  2  resides  at  Kakaratali  village  at

Tinsukia on his own purchased land.  He does not know since

when he is residing at Kakaratoli village. 

13. The PW.2 has further  stated that  the  Opposite  Party no.

1 is   residing   at  Lesenka Gaon.  The house  where  he  was

residing   at  Lesenka Gaon was  constructed   by  the Opposite

Party, Sri Gohin Moran. He  also had  a tea garden and orange
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garden there. He does not  know  the  four  boundaries of  the

land  at Lesenka Gaon. He resides at  Kakopather and  the  suit

property is  at Lesenka Gaon where  the Opposite party resides.

The  suit  land  is   at  a  distance  of  about  45  Kms   from  his

residence.  He  possess  land  only  at   Kakapather  and   not  at

Lesenka Gaon. The case is not related to the land  at Kakopather.

The opposite  party  has   not  dispossess  the land at   Lesenka

Gaon.  He  does  not   know   the  boundaries  of  his  land.   Sri

Kuleswar  Moran & Sri Puleswar Moran is the name of one and

same person and he resides  at Dirakmukh Gaon. He does not

reside  at Lesenka Gaon. At Lesenka Gaon they have no business

and  according to the version of  his father the house at Lesenka

Gaon was jointly constructed by  his father and Gohin Moran.

14. He  denies the  suggestion that  the land  and  house

situated at   Lesenka Gaon was  possessed by Gohin Moran since

last  more than 25 years.  He  denies the suggestion that  the

house  was not constructed by his father alongwith Gohin Moran.

Gohin Moran  is  residing at Lesenka Gaon since  his (PW 2) birth.

He has no document to show  that  the  house was constructed

by his father  at Lesenka  Gaon. He has  not  filed  any Land

revenue receipt in the case paid  by  his father  or  by him in

respect of land at  Lesenka  Gaon. Gohin Moran has  also the

right,  title  and  interest   and  possession  over   the  land   at

Lesenka  Gaon.  He  denies the  suggestion that Gohin Moran

has  not grabbed any land  at  Lesenka Gaon.

15. PW.3, Sri Ranjan Moran has  deposed  that  today  he has

appeared  before  the  Court  on receipt of  summon, authorized

by  the  Circle  officer  to  depose. The  period patta no. 28 Dag,

no.  15 is mutated in  the  name of Kuleswar Choudang Moran,

Gohin   Choudang   Moran,  Haneswar   Choudang   Moran  and

Parag  Jyoti   Choudang Moran by   way  of  inheritance. The

mutation was done in the  year 2009. Thereafter  in the  year

2015,  the   name of   Parag  Jyoti  Choudang  Moran  has  been

mutated  in place of his  father, Badan  Choudang. The annual
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Patta  no. 20 and  Dag  no. 7 land  measuring  about  5  Bigha, 2

Katha, 11 Ls. stands  in  the  name of Phato  Chaudang  S/o.  Sri

Gahari  Choudang.  The  land of  annual patta  and  Myadi  patta

are adjacent  with  each  other totaling land measuring 10 Bigha

& 13  Ls. An  equal and proportionate  share of land  of Kuleswar

Choudang  Moran,  Gohin   Choudang   Moran,  Haneswar

Choudang  Moran and  Parag  Jyoti  Choudang  Moran is  equal

to 2 bigha 2 Katha & 13.25 ls. 

           The  boundaries  of  the  suit land  is - 

North – Gobat  and land  of  Jitendra Bora, Dimbeswar

                 Bora,  Bapuram Bora,

South   -   Gandheswar  Bora,   Gohit  Bora  S/o.  Lt.

         Aneswar  Bora,

East    -   Bipul Duwarah, Nilakanta  Dowarah

West   -  Reserve  land. 
           

16. Report   no.   DRC  96/2006-07/6050  dated  04.11.15

submitted  by  Circle  office  to  the  Court. As per this report Sri

Gohin  Moran  has  been in physical  possession of  the aforesaid

land  as  stated by Local  Gaonburah for more  than 20 years.

But  he has  no personal knowledge in  this  regard.  Ext. 4 is  the

report of  Circle  officer. 

17. In Cross examination he  has  deposed  that  he has gone

to  the  suit  land and physically  verified  that  Sri Gohin  Moran

has been possessing  the  suit  land. The said  suit  land i.e,  the

Periodic  patta no. 28 and  annual patta no. 20 are  in possession

of  Gohin Moran. He has also  found  that  Gohin Moran  has  a

pucca  house  in  the  land  of  P.P no. 28 and he  has  a  tea

cultivation and other  plantation on  the  land of  annual  patta

no. 20. Thereafter  he enquired  from the  Gaonburha  and  came

to  know  that  Sri Gohin Moran has  been in occupation of  the

land for  last  more  than 20 years. He submitted   his  report

alongwith  the  report of  Gaonburha  to  the circle  office and

basing  that  Ext. 4 is  prepared. Ext. 1(1)  is  the  signature  of

Circle   Officer   Sri   Nayan   Jyoti  Bhagawati.  He   knows   his
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signature.  He  did   not   find  Sri   Kuleswar  Choudang  Moran,

Haneswar  Choudhang Moran and  Sri  Parag Jyoti   Choudang

Moran  on   the   said   land.  Sri  Gohin  Moran  is  one  of   the

Pattadar and  he  has  title  to  the  land and  accordingly  he

has  been  possessing the  entire  land  of  the  period  patta

and  annual  patta. He did  not  find  the  other  pattadar except

Gohin  Moran. I do  not  know  if  Photo Chaudang  Moran  has

other  land. He does  not  know  if   there  is  settlement in

between  the  four  brothers regarding  the  said  land.  He does

not  know  if  the  wife  of  Lt. Badan  Choudang  Moran  is  still

alive. None  have  filed  application  for  mutation of  the  land of

Photo   Chaudang  Moran.  He  cannot   say   at   the   time  of

mutation Sri  Kuleswar Choudang Moran, Haneswar  Choudhang

Moran and Lt.  Badan  has  been in  occupation  of  the  said

land.  He has  heard  that Sri  Parag Jyoti  Choudang  Moran has

been  residing  at  Kakopather  but  he has  not  seen   his

residence. In  the  annual  patta  land,  the  name of  only  Photo

Choudang  Moran is  appearing. The  name  of Sri   Kuleswar

Choudang Moran, Haneswar  Choudhang Moran and  Sri  Parag

Jyoti  Moran are  mutated only  on the  basis  of inheritance and

not  on the  basis  of  physical  possession. He  denies  the

suggestion  that the  mutation  should  be  done  on the  basis

of   inheritance  and  possession  simultaneously.  No  notices

were  given  to the  heirs  of Photo Choudang Moran since  it

was  a  field  mutation. He did  not  enquire  about  the  brothers

and  sister  of  Lt. Photo Choudang Moran. He cannot  say  if

Photo  Choudang Moran  has  a  daughter. He  cannot  say if

Gohin  Moran  is  possessing  the  suit  land legally.

18. DW.1   Sri   Gohin  Chandra   has   stated  evidence   in

affidavit that he  is  the  respondent no. 1 in  the  captioned

case. That he and  the  applicant no. 1,  the  father  of  the

applicant  no. 2 and the respondent no. 2  all are sons  of  Late

Photo   Choudang  Moran,  alias  Phanidhar  Moran.  His   father

Photo Choudang  Moran (since deceased)  alongwith  his  four
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sons  including  him  were all originally residing at  Dirakmukh

Gaon, P.O Hahkhati,  P.S  Dholla, District Tinsukia on  his  own

land.  There  is  30 (thirty) Bighas  of land  at  Dirakmukh  Gaon,

under Saikhawa  Mouza,  District – Tinsukia in  the  name  of  his

late   father.  That   the   total   area  of  the   ancestral-landed

properties of  his  father  is  more  than 60 (sixty) Bighas  of

land   situated  at   different  places   at   Dirakmukh  Gaon,

Lechenka  Gaon  and  Dongka  Gaon. That there  was  no written

partition of  the  said  ancestral  properties  of  all  the  three

villages  but  during  the  life  time of  his  father  and  in

presence  of  all   his   brothers,   there  was   oral   mutual

settlement  and  accordingly   all   his   sons   have   been

possessing  and  owning  their  respective land. Accordingly,  he

and  his  brother  Sri  Hansewar  Moran  (Respondent   no. 2)

have  been  possessing  and  owning  the  total  land  measuring

10(Ten)   Bigha  –  0(Zero)  Katha  –  13  (thirteen)  Lechas   at

Lechenka  Gaon,  which  is  the  suit  land. The  applicant no. 1

Sri  Kuleswar  Moran  and  the  father  of  respondent no. 2  Sri

Pragjyoti   Moran   have   been   possessing   the   total   land

measuring 30 (Thirty) Bigha  and  house  thereon at  Dirakmukh

Gaon under Saikhawa  Mouza. Further  the  land  in  Dongka

Gaon   is   also   possessed   by   the   applicant  no.  1.  The

documents  in  respect  of  the  ancestral  landed  properties of

Dirakmukh  Gaon  and  Dongka  Gaon  are  in  the  custody and

control   of   Sri   Kuleswar  Muran,   the  applicant no.  1.  The

details  of  land  at  Dirakmukh  Gaon  is  within  the  specific

knowledge  of his  elder  brother  said  Sri  Kuleswar Moran. 

19. That   he   alongwith  respondent  no.  2   have   been

possessing  as owner  of  the  land  measuring 4 (Four)  Bigha

3(Three)  Katha 2(Two)  Lessas  of  Dag  no. 15, covered  by

Periodic Patta  No. 28 and  the  land  measuring  5(Five)  Bigha

2(two) katha  11(eleven) Lessas  of  Dag  no. 7  of  Annual  Patta

No. 20 total  measuring 10(Ten) Bigha  0(zero) Katha 13(thirteen)

Lessas  situated at Lechenka  Gaon,  P.O. Borgaon,  P.S  Barekuri
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under   Hapjan  Mouza,  Doom-dooma  Revenue  Circle  in   the

District  of  Tinsukia,  Assam since  the  year 1976. Both  the

Periodic  Patta  and  Annual  Patta land  of  Lechenka  Gaon  are

contiguous to  each  other.  The Annual  Patta  land  is  situated

on  the  eastern  boundary  of  the said  Periodic  Patta Land. It is

denied  that Annual  Patta  land  is covered  by  Dag no. 28 and

the   area   is   5  Bigha  1  Katha  18  Lessas.  The

applicants/petitioners  have  given  false  description and area of

Annual Patta land in  the  application filed  under section  8 (2) of

Land  Grabbing  Act, 2010. Further  the  boundary given  in  para

12  of  the  applications  is  also  false. It  is submitted that there

is  14' Feet  wide  village  road  on the  northern boundary of  the

land  running  from  east  to  west. Since  the  area are  false and

the  boundaries  are  unspecific the  application  under Land

Grabbing  Act  is  liable  to be  rejected. 

20. That he alongwith  respondent  no. 2 came to  Lechanka

Gaon in  the  year 1982 and constructed  a  Katcha House on

the land of  Lechanka Gaon. Thereafter  in  the  year 1995, he

constructed  a  big  pacca  house  on  the  land of P.P No. 28,

Dag no. 15 situated at  Lechanka Gaon after  demolishing the

said katcha  House  by  investing  himself  acquired money and

have been  residing in  his  own  house  at  Lechanka  Gaon.

There  is  no ancestral  house  over  the  land at  Lechanka Gaon.

He  has  tea plantation on the  entire  land  of  Annual  Patta land

and  also  part of  periodic Patta land  at  Lechanga  Gaon. He  is

a  small  tea grower. He  also  grew  and  planted  valuable  trees

on  the  part  of periodic  patta  land  of  Lechanka  Gaon  and

have  been  paying land  revenue  regularly. His  brother  Sri

Honeswar  Moran  alias  Soneswar  Moran  (respondent   no.  2)

shifted  to  Kokoratoli  Village, Borguri,  Tinsukia  where  he  with

his  family  has  been  residing. That Sri Kuleswar Moran alias

Puleswar  @  Tuleswar  Moran (the applicant no. 1) is  his  elder

brother  and  he  with  his  family  have been  residing  in  the

ancestral  house on  the land  situated  at  Dirakmukh  Gaon.
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There  is  30  Bigha  of   ancestral  land at Dirakmukh  Gaon

where  at  present  only  said  Kuleswar Moran has been  residing

according  to mutual  settlement. He  never resided at Lechanka

Gaon. Similarly  the  father  of  applicant  no. 2  was given share

at  Dirakmukh Gaon. He  too  never  resided  at Lechanka Gaon.

The  applicant  no. 2  Sri  Pragjyoti  Moran  is  his nephew  and

he  was  born   in  the  year  1992  at  Kathbasti, Kakapathar

where he  is  residing  since  his  birth. That  the applicant  no. 1,

Sri  Kuleswar  Moran  in  collusion   with   cousin  brother   Niren

Moran (since  deceased) sold  out   two  plots  of ancestral  land

at  Dongka Gaon,  one  measuring  1  Bigha  1  Katha 14.25

Lessas  covered  by part  of  dag  no. 531 of  P.P.  No. 21  to Sri

Pramod  Ch. Chetia @ Bit Chetia  and  another  plot  of  land

under  Dag  no. 532  measuring 10 Bigha  4  Katha  13  Lessas

to Sri  Khagen  Bora  without  the knowledge  and  consent  of

the respondents. That the  respondents have  been  possessing

the land  at  Lechanga  Gaon  as  of  their right. Due  to  illness

of  father  Photo  Choudang  Moran  in   the year   2002,  the

respondent no. 1 Sri  Gohin Moran brought him  from Dirakmukh

Gaon  to  Lechanka   Gaon  where  he  expired on  01/12/2004.

Later  after  2-3 years,  his  mother  Madhuri  Choudang  also

expired.   The   applicants   have   possessed   the   land   at

Dirakmukh   with   the   ancestral   house   there.  That   the

applicants never  possessed any  land  at  Lechanka  Gaon  and

he  never grabbed  any  landed  property  of  the  applicant  at

Lechanka  Gaon  on  12th  May  2015  or  on  any  other  date  or

dates. He  has  right,  title,  interest  and  possession  of  the

land  at  Lechanka  Gaon  as  per  mutual  settlement and  he  is

not  the  land  grabber  and  the  instant  proceeding  is   liable

to  be  summarily  rejected.  That  the  statements  and  the

averments  made  in  application  filed  by  the  applicants  and

in  their  affidavital  evidence  are  totally  false,  misleading  and

made  in  a  twisted  manner  with  dishonest  intention  to

make  wrongful  gain  to  themselves  and  wrongful  loss  to  the

respondents.  The  applicants  have  concealed  the  material
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facts  of  all  the  ancestral  properties  and  mutual  settlement

relating   thereto   for   their   wrongful   gain.  That  in   all

probabilities  and  in  the  present  facts  and  circumstances  of

the  case  and  in  light  of  the  evidences,  the  application  filed

by  the  applicants  may  be  rejected  with exemplary  cost  to

the  respondents.  

21. The  DW.1  has   exhibited   the  following  documents in

support  of  his case.  

Ext. A(1) to  A(5)  are  the  Land  Revenue  Receipts

(Proved  in original),

 Ext. B and  C  are  the Certificates  issued  by  All

Assam   Tea  Grower's  Association  (Proved   in

original),

 Ext. D is  the trace map  issued  by  Circle Officer,  

           Doom-dooma Revenue  Circle.  

 Ext. D (1) is the  14  feet  wide  village  road  on

the   northern  boundary  of   the  land  running

from  east  to  west.  

22. In  Cross-Examination  the  DW.1,  has   stated that  he has

not  stated  anywhere  in  his written  statement  or in evidence

in  affidavit  the  date  of  oral  settlement, year and place by his

father.  His  father   expired  before  his  mother.  Sri   Badan

Choudang   Moran,  Kuleswar  Choudang  Moran  and  Saneswar

Moran. His  elder sister Siteswari Moran  and  mother  were  not

present  at  the time of oral  settlement. His mother  and  elder

sister were  not allotted any  share.  He  denies  the  suggestion

that no oral  settlement  has made by his father. He  does not

know  the  dag  no.  and  patta  no.  of  the  land  of Dirakmukh.

The land of  Dirakmukh is covered  by  annual patta. He  denies

the  suggestion  that the land of Dirakmukh is Tauzi  land. 

23. He  denies   the  suggestion  that  he  is stating falsely

knowing  well  that the land of  Dirakmukh is Govt. Land or  Tauzi

land.  He  knows the  dag   no.  of   the land of  Denka  Gaon
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covered  by  Dag  no. 531 and  532. He does not  know  the

number  of  the  Sale  Deed. The  father  of  the  applicant  no. 2,

Badan  Moran had  not  sold  any  land  of  Denka  village. The

applicant  no. 2  is presently  residing  at  Kathbasti  Kakopather

and  the    said  land  is  not  ancestral  property. The  land at

Dirakmukh  village  is  not  possessed  by Applicant  no. 2, Parag

Jyoti  Moran.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that Parag  Jyoti Moran

has  not  possessed  any  ancestral  property. His father   has

died in  the  year 2nd  December,  2004  and  his mother  has

died  in  the  year  2006. He  could  not  remember  the  date of

death  of  his elder  brother. His father died  in  Lesenga  and his

mother  died in  Dirakmukh. His date  of  birth  is  01.03.61  at

Lesenga  Gaon. He has  passed  HSLC  in  the  year 1977 from

Dirak  High  School  at   Dirak  and he   has   admitted   in   the

Tinsukia college  in  1977. The house  on  the  disputed  land

bears in  his  name  and  he  reside  there  with his family

member. That he has not  executed  any  sale  deed,  gift deed

etc. in  his favour but  his mutual  settlement  said  property  has

been  given to  him by  his  father. As  per his knowledge,  the

disputed  land  is  mutated in  his  name only.  He  denies  the

suggestion  that the disputed  land  is  mutated  in  the  name  of

Kuleswar   Choudang Moran, Haneswar  Choudang Moran and

Parag Jyoti  Choudang  Moran.

24. The  annual  patta  bears  in  the  name  of  his father,

Photo  Choudang  Moran @ Phanidhar  Moran. He knows  that in

the   Trace   map  bears  his  name   alongwith   the   name  of

Kuleswar  Choudang  Moran,  Haneswar   Choudang  Moran  and

Parag Jyoti  Choudang  Moran  and  he has  collected  said  Trace

map from Circle   Office,   Doom-dooma on 10.05.15.  That  his

father expired in the  year  2004 and  till  then  the  disputed

land  was  standing in  his father's name and  owned  by his

father. He has  obtained  1½  bigha  paddy land as  his  ancestral

share. The  said   fact  has not been  stated  in his  W/S  or

evidence  in  affidavit.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that he  has
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grabbed  the  aforesaid  paddy land  from  the  widow  of Bite

Choudang  Moran  who  was  elder  son  of  his uncle, Bholaram

Barua.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that he  has obstructed

Respondent  no. 2  from  deposing in  this  case and  he  has

ousted  him from the  disputed  land. He  denies  the  suggestion

that the  equal  and proportionate  share  of  disputed  land  is  2

bigha  2 Katha 13.25 lechas amongst  the  brothers.  He  denies

the  suggestion  that he  forcefully occupied  the  share  of his

other brothers.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that the  land  of

Dirakmukh   is  a Govt. land and his  father  has  no authority  to

divide.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that he  is not  a  law

abiding  persons hence he forcefully  possessing  the  land  of his

brothers.   He   denies   the   suggestion   that  there   is  no

document  as  regard  to  the  land  of  Dirakmukh gaon and his

elder  brother  Kuleswar  Moran  has  kept  the  same. 

25. The  Ld. Counsels  from  both  the  parties have submitted

written  argument  apart  from  oral  argument. 

26. With  regard   to   the  Issues  Ld. Counsel for the applicant

has submitted that the said disputed suit land of the applicant is

illegally grabbed by the respondent no. 1 and 2. He has pointed

out that from the evidence it is crystal clear that the land which

is  grabbed by the respondents is  belonged to the applicants.

They have right, title and interest over the disputed land. Ld.

Counsel  for  the  applicant  has    cited the  following  cases  to

fortify  his  argument.

(i)2016 SAR(Civil) 463 SC,  Nagabhushanammal(d) 

by Lrs.C. Chandikeswaralingam, Civil Appeal  Nos. 

1858-1859  of  2016 (Arising  form  SLP © Nos. 

10449-10450/2009)

27.  In reply Ld. Counsel for the opposite party has submitted

that  the  instant  case  is  not  maintainable  against  the

respondents as they cannot be claimed to be land grabber in

accordance with law. The respondent has legitimate right over
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the disputed suit land and he is possessing the suit land since 20

years peacefully by constructing house over there. He has right

title and interest over the suit land as the land is inherited from

his deceased father. Hence the petition should be dismissed. He

also points  out  that  the sons of  the Lt.  Choudang Moran are

possessing their respective land after an oral partition and since

long everybody are enjoying their land peacefully. So Question of

grabbing the land of the applicant does not arise. It is further

pointed  out  that  the  report  from the  Circle  officer  about  the

disputed suit  land as per  Rule  6  (1)  A.L.  (P)  G Act  2013 has

confirmed  the  right,  title  interest  and  possession  of  the

respondent  no.  1.  The  report  is  authenticated  by  the  PW  3.

Hence the case should be dismissed with cost.

28. Upon hearing both sides I am now discussing the issues

one by one for the convenience.

29. With regard  to the Issue No. 1 i.e.  Whether the case is

maintainable  in its  present  form  and  circumstances?  I have

appreciated  the  material  evidence  on  record  to  reach  a  just

decision. 

30.  But before I decide about the Issue i.e. maintainability of

the case we should have a glimpse of definition of land grabber

and land grabbing as enumerated in the Assam Land Grabbing

(Prohibition) Act 2010.

31.  In the Assam Land Grabbing (Prohibition) Act 2010,

S. 2(d ) and (e ) have defined land grabber and land grabbing

as follows:-       

 2 (d) " Land grabber" means a person or a group of

person who occupy or attempt to occupy with or without

the use of force, threat, intimidation and deceit, land over

which  he  or  they  have  no  ownership,  title  or  physical

possession and includes any person who gives financial
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aid to any person or group of persons for taking up illegal

possession  of  land  over  which  he  or  they  have  no

ownership or  title  and for construction of   unauthorized

structures thereon, or who abets the doing of any of the

above mentioned acts, and also includes the successors-

in-interests; 

(e.)  "Land  grabbing" means  every  activity  of  land

grabber to occupy or attempting to occupy with or without

the use of force, threat, intimidation and deceit, any land

(whether  belonging  to  the  Government,  a  Public  Sector

Undertaking,  a  local  authority,  a  religious  or  charitable

institution or endowment, including a wakf or any other

private person) over which he or they have no ownership,

title or physical possession, without any lawful entitlement

and with a view to illegally taking possession of such land

or  creating  illegal  tenancies  or  lease  or  licence,

agreements  or  by  constructing  unauthorized  structures

thereon  for  sale  or  hire  or  use  or  occupation  of  such

unauthorized structures and the term "grabbed land" shall

be construed accordingly;

32. Upon perusal the material on record I have found that the

Applicants no. 1, the  father  of  the applicant  no. 2 and the

respondent no. 1 & 2  all are sons  of one Late Photo Choudang

Moran, alias Phanidhar Moran. Which indicates all the parties of

the instant case are relatives. By dint of their family relationship

both the parties have also inherited the landed property of the

Late Photo Choudang Moran @ Phanidhar Moran. Which is also

admitted by the both sides. The landed properties are owned by

the  applicants  and  the  respondent  jointly  and  enjoying  their

ownership after the oral partition which was executed during the

life time of their father late Photo Choudang Moran a @ Phanidhar

Moran.

33.  It is found from the deposition of the PW 1 applicant that

“the name have been duly mutated in the land revenue record

at Doom-Dooma Rev. Circle against the land measuring 4 Bighas
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3 Kathas 2 Lessas under Dag No. 15 of P.P. no. 28 situated at

Lechenka Gaon, under Hapjan Mouza, and after death of Badan

Ch. Moran the name of Poragjyoti Moran (applicant No. 2) have

been duly mutated against the land as stated herein above and

he has been paying the land revenue regularly of the said land.

That the land area 5 Bighas 2 kathas 11 Ls. under Dag No. 7 and

Annual  Patta  No.  20  bears  in  the  name  of  father  -  Photo

Chaudang Moran. The total land area (4B- 3K- 2 Ls) + (5B- 2K-

11Ls)=  10  Bighas  0  Katha  13  Lessas  had  mutually  equally

divided  amongst  all  the  legal  heirs  as  2  Bighas  2  Kathas  12

Lessas. He has been enjoying his equal and proportionate share

2  Bighas  2  Kathas  10  Lessas  and  Applicant  No.  2  have  also

enjoying his equal and proportionate share 2 Bighas 2 Kathas 10

Lessas  but  on  12.05.2015 the  Respondent  No.  1  and 2  have

dispossessed  him  and  Applicant  No.  2  from  the  aforesaid

ancestral landed property of total land of 5 Bighas”.

34. The  PW  1  has  also  prayed  as  follows  that  “to  pass

necessary  order  declaring  right  title,  and  interest  of  the

aforesaid ancestral land area 2 Bigha 2 Kathas 10 Lessas in his

favor   and  to  restore  the  possession  of  his  ancestral  landed

property and any other orders as your Honour may deem fit and

proper, rejecting the written show cause of the respondents for

the interest of justice equity and good conscience and obliged”. 

35.  From  the deposition of the PW 1 it transpires that the

disputed land has been mutated in the name of the opposite

parties along with him being the son of Photo Choudang Moran a

@ Phanidhar Moran. From this evidence it is apparent that the

opposite parties are also the legal owner and possessor of the

disputed land. 

36.  But whether the opposite parties are land grabber or their

activity  indicates  land  grabbing  against  the  applicants.  The

Assam Land Grabbing (Prohibition )  Act 2010 has defined the

land grabbing and Land grabber. 
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37.  If  we go through the act we will  find that the act was

enacted to prevent the persons or groups from possessing any

land  (whether  belonging  to  the  Government,  a  Public  Sector

Undertaking, a local authority, a religious or charitable institution

or  endowment,  including a wakf  or  any other  private  person)

over  which  he  or  they  have  no  ownership,  title  or  physical

possession, without any lawful entitlement and with a view to

illegally  taking  possession  of  such  land  or  creating  illegal

tenancies  or  lease  or  licence,  agreements  or  by  constructing

unauthorized  structures  thereon  for  sale  or  hire  or  use  or

occupation  of  such  unauthorized  structures  and  the  term

"grabbed  land"  shall  be  construed  accordingly.   The  "Land

grabber" means a person or a group of person who occupy or

attempt  to  occupy  with  or  without  the  use  of  force,  threat,

intimidation  and deceit,  land  over  which  he  or  they  have  no

ownership, title or physical possession.

38. If  we go through the evidence on record of  the instant

case we will find that the applicant himself has admitted that the

disputed land is mutated in the name of the opposite parties.

Apart  from this  PW 3  the   Lat   Mandal is  examined  by  the

applicant has deposed during his cross examination that he has

gone  to  the  suit  land and physically  verified  that  Sri Gohin

Moran has been possessing  the  suit  land. The said  suit  land

i.e.  the  Periodic  patta no. 28 and  annual patta no. 20 are  in

possession of  Gohin Moran. He has also  found  that  Gohin

Moran  has  a  pucca  house  in  the  land  of  P.P no. 28 and he

has  a  tea  cultivation and other  plantation on  the  land of

annual   patta   no.  20.  Thereafter   he  enquired   from  the

Gaonburha  and  came  to  know  that  Sri Gohin Moran has been

in occupation of  the  land for  last  more  than 20 years. He

submitted   his  report  alongwith  the  report of  Gaonburha to

the circle  office and  basing  that  Ext. 4 is  prepared. Ext. 1(1) is

the  signature  of  Circle  Officer  Sri  Nayan  Jyoti Bhagawati. He

knows  his  signature. He did  not  find Sri Kuleswar Choudang
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Moran,  Haneswar   Choudhang  Moran  and  Sri   Parag  Jyoti

Choudang  Moran on  the  said  land. Sri Gohin Moran is one of

the  Pattadar and  he  has  title  to  the  land and  accordingly  he

has  been  possessing the  entire  land  of  the  period  patta

and  annual   patta. Which clearly indicates that  the opposite

parties have right, title and interest over the disputed suit land.

39. I have seen and perused  the case  which  is  cited  by  Ld.

Counsel  for   the   applicant  i.e  (i)2016  SAR(Civil)  463 SC,

Nagabhushanammal(d)  by  Lrs.C.  Chandikeswaralingam,

Civil Appeal  Nos. 1858-1859  of  2016 (Arising  form  SLP

© Nos. 10449-10450/2009).  But the  case  is  not  relevant

with  regard  to  the  facts  and  circumstances  of this  case. 

40. From the deposition of the applicant and the PW 3 it  is

crystal clear that the disputed suit land which is possessing by

the respondent  no.  1  since 20 years.  The land is  also  in  the

name of the father of applicant 1 and the respondent no. 1 & 2.

Hence I am of the considered opinion that the opposite parties

do not fall in the category of land grabber or their activity cannot

be defined as land grabbing as he has legal and valid right, title

interest and possession over the suit land. In view of this facts

and circumstances I am of the considered view that the instant

case is  not  maintainable  in  law and facts  under Assam Land

Grabbing  (Prohibition)  Act  2010.  Hence  the  Issue  No.  1  is

decided  against  the   applicants’ no. 1 & 2.

41. With regard to the Issue no. 2, i.e, whether the  applicants

are land  grabbers  or  vice-versa  of  the  disputed  land?  I  am

of  the considered  view  that as  the case is not maintainable in

present  form  and  circumstances no parties of  the  case is land

grabbers  of  the  disputed  suit  land. Hence,  the  Issue no. 2  is

decided  accordingly. 

42. With regard to the Issue no. 3, i.e,Whether the applicants

are  entitled  to  Khas  possession  of  the  disputed  land?  I  am
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of  the considered  opinion that as it  is decided  above  that  the

respondents are  not   land  grabbers,  the  applicants are  not

entitled  to  Khas  possession  of   the  disputed  suit  land.

Hence,  the  Issue  no. 3  is  decided  against  the applicants. 

 
43. With regard to the Issue no. 4, i.e,What  relief  or  reliefs,

the  parties  are  entitled  to  under  the  law  and equity?  I  am

of   the  considered   view that  as   the   instant  case   is   not

maintainable   in   its   present   form and  circumstances,  the

applicants  are  not  entitled  for  any relief  or  reliefs. Hence,

the  Issue  no. 4  is  decided  against  the applicants. 

44.  In  view  of  the above discussion and considering the

material evidence on record I am of the considered view that the

case  is  not  maintainable  in  its   present     form   and

circumstances under the Assam Land Grabbing (Prohibition) Act

2010. Hence the case is dismissed herewith on contest without

any cost.

45. Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal on this day

of 11th April 2018.

Dictated and corrected by me.

   

               (A Hakim)                                                     (  A. Hakim)
          Presiding officer                                               Presiding officer
Land Grabbing Spl. Tribunal                                Land Grabbing Spl. Tribunal
(Addl. District & Sessions Judge                      (Addl. District & Sessions Judge2 
          2(FTC)}Tinsukia                                                   FTC,} Tinsukia   
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